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Product information
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Do you know.... what granulating watercolours are?
Granulating watercolours are gaining more and more importance in watercolour painting. The surface effect of these special 
shades is slightly different from that of normal-flowing watercolours. You might think that the colours look pale, but this is 
exactly the effect desired for certain techniques.

So, what is behind the term granulating? 

Granulation is the property of pigments to agglomerate on the paper.

This has two different causes:
1. Heavy pigment particles, such as cobalt or manganese, settle in the paper indentations.
2. Light pigment particles settle together due to attraction. 

In general, it can be said that many traditional pigments (cobalt, earth pigments, etc.) tend to granulate more than modern 
inorganic pigments. This also explains why there are in our assortment comparatively many granulating colours in e.g. blue 
or brown colours and no or hardly any granulating colours e.g. in yellow and red shades.

22 colours of HORADAM® AQUARELL are granulating and marked with a   G   in the colour chart:

Potters Pink (370)  Manganese violet (474)   Cobalt violet hue (473)    Ultramarine violet (495)   Cobalt blue deep 
          
       

French Ultramarine 
(493)

Cobalt azure (483)    Cobalt cerulean (499)   Cobalt turquoise (509)   Cobalt green turquoise 

HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHHH(488)
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Viridian (513)    Chrom. oxide green brill.

 
  

Cobalt green pure (535)  Cobalt green dark (533)   Raw umber (667)
HHHHH (511) HHHHH HHHHH HHHHH HHHHH

Maroon brown (651)  Mahogony brown (672)   Indian red (645)    Mars brown (658)     Green umber (665)
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH HHHHH HHHHH

Hematite black  (789)  Mars black (791)
HHHHHHHHHH

(510)
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Effect amplification: How do you mix supergranulating colours?

To enhance the granulating effect and achieve unusual colour shifts, simply mix two (or more) granulating colours. We 
recommend pre-tests, because some colours are more dominant (opaque colours, such as Cobalt turquoise), others have a 
weaker effect (translucent colours, such as Potters Pink). Depending on the mixing ratio and colouristic similarity/diversity, 
the colour change effect also varies. 

Try the following combinations from the HORADAM® watercolour range:
Potters Pink (370) + Cobalt green dark (533), French ultramarine (493) + Cobalt turquoise (509) or Cobalt azure (483) + 
Potters Pink (370). - You will be amazed! 

Potters Pink (370) Cobalt green dark (533)

French ultramarine (493)       Cobalt turquoise (509)

+

+

+

=

=

=
Cobalt azure (483)      Potters Pink (370)

Watercolour paper: Which is the right one for granulation?

The rule is: The rougher and more structured the paper, the greater the granulating effect (e.g. Torchon). More absorbent 
papers require a little more water. Unsuitable are satined, hot-pressed papers.
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AQUA granulation spray (50737)

If you want to use non-granulating watercolours in a granulating way, 
we recommend the AQUA granulation spray from our AQUA mediums 
series.
The AQUA granulation spray ensures that the pigments in the treated 
area agglomerate in a punctual "granulating" manner instead of running 
evenly as usual. With already granulating colours the effect is intensified. 
Spray with the fine atomizer nozzle directly into the wet watercolour. 
Due to the fine atomizer, even the smallest areas of the painting can be 
treated, areas to be left out should be covered. 
The AQUA granulation spray is available in a 15 ml atomizer.

The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 
occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  


